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let us for the time being, put the guest for
ultimate causes aside and, at leisure, try to learn
certain things connected with colonialism. We
shall bring to light some factors connected with
the traits and motives of colonialism, their ratio
nalization, their refutation, the changes wrought
by colonialism in the subjugated areas, the
resistance against it, the role of religion and
tradition against colonialism, the possible solu-
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"0 mankind. surely we have created you from male and fema!e,,, and made you tribes and families
that you may know one another.

(Quran 49;13)

This is the first of the series of articles we are printing here in connection with colonialism.
For the nations of Asia and Africa, <%nialism is still a live and vital issue. It is the most·
important event in the modern history of Asia and Africa. The changes wrought by colonialism
and the problems it engenders, coupled with our reaction towards them, shall be the mairi~

topics of our discussion on colonialism in the first few issues. The apology for colonialism and
its refutation shall be dealt in the later issues.

Colonialism, as a form of relationship between
one nation and another or several others, is as
old as human history itself. Neither is it some-"
thing which is peculiar to certain nations or
conquerors only. Many civilizations known in
history possessed colonies which were exploited
for the benefit of their ruling groups.

The term colonialism in the sense we use it
here, refers only to the subjugation of one nation
by another politically and economically with
self interest as its dominating motive. Apart
from this, the colonialism we are dealing with
here is that which took place in the 19th and
20th centuries.

It appears that colonialism, taken as whole,
at present or in the past, cannot be looked upon
as a normal expression of human relationship.
The foundations on which it rests are themselves
not really human and normal. Self-interest or
situational exigencies the unrestrained expressions
of which were frequently the antecedents of colo
nialism, are themselves signs of disturbances in
the relationship between man and man. As to
what are ultimately the causes of these disturban
ces that inflicted untold sufferings and miseries
on human life, it is up to us to investigate and
try to understand whenever time, and circum
stances permit us to do so. That our quest for
the causes of evil which rages in man shall
take us farther away into the remote past and
deep into the nature of man is s::>mthing which
we can be certain about. With this in mind,
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This article is originally a speech held h Prof. HU'i at the conference of 'Het Oude Loa'
on the 20th of May 1955. Prof. Huri, a scholar in theology and mysticism. is one of fO',r'
prominent women authors of Turke)' who wrote the book 'Ken'an Rifai and Islam in the light
of the 20th century', published in Istanbul.

The greatest Llamic mystic of our Time

by

PROF. DR. SOPl HURl
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RIFAI

not chosen my subje~t by chance. As the con
flicting currents of the present-day world floW'

I Raymond Kennedy, Colonial crisis and the future, in
Tl;e scien;e of m:m and world crisis, ed. by Ralph
Linton, C::Jlumb:a University Press 1941.

modified by the idea of tutelage for self-govern
roent of the natives bv the colonial power.
The economic dependence of the colony on the
subjugating country is explained by the fact that
the natives are incapable of exploiting the land.
Therefore it must be left to the colonizing power
to do so. The wealth of the country, in the earth
on the land, and in the sea, must be e ,ploitecl
and converted into ingredients of prosperity.
Therefore whoever is capable has the right to do
it, and this naturally includes the right of orga

'nizing its transformation into various commodi
ties and their distribution. Thus if the natives
are de,- en~ent on the colonizing nation for their
e:onomic welfare, it is only natural, for the
inca~ables must always be dependent on the
capables.

1 he low social service in the colonies is attri
buted to the financial insufficiency of the colo
nial government. Not that it is something to be
a;proved of, but it cannot be helped. 'lhe go
vernment itself, in order to keep going, has se
veral difficulties to cope with.

'1 he lack of social contact between the natives
and the ruling power is also regarded as some
thin~ which is logically the olltr orne of certain
unfortunate circumstances. The natives are igno
i~:1t, ULClean, and SOlnewnat unmteresting. what
the:1 could be the basis of SOCial contact between
the two groups? The ruling class, that is the Eu
ropeans, are educated, hyg.enic, and not stupId
but i::.tcresting. Thus, again, as is the case with the
othe;' traits we mentioned, the lack of contact
between the natives and the ruling class belongs
to "he normal arde: of things. ,

(Continued in next issue.)

I am going to deal here with Ke:l'an Rifai,
the greatest Isla:nic mystic of our ti:ne. I have
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Rationalization of the trc:its
As to the color line, the ide:l 07 the sUjJerio:'ity

of the white race is put forward for its justifica
tion. The white race is super:or be:ause it create::1
a civilization believed to be the best and the
most developed.

The political control bv the color.ial power is
justified on the ground that the natives are in
capable of self-rule. Later this rationalizat:on is

tions towat'Js the problems engendered by colo
nialism, and our attitude towards the former
colonial rowers~ in other words, how our reac
tion is towards the impart of We,tern civilizati'Jl1
on our respective societies. Finally we sh:l.1l en
deavour to move further on in our inquiry re
garding the origin of m:>dem c:>lonialism.

Traits of modern colonialism
Amongst the general traits of mode:'n colonia

lism found everywhere in the colonized area,
Raymond Kennedy enumerated five of the:n. 1

One is the existence of the color line. The ruling
power, in this case the Euro;Jeans, feel the:n
:selves, somehow or rather, su?e~'io:' culturally or
racially towards the native3 of the suSjugated
areas. At times this had e:nended to all orientals.
The British are believed to be the l'!l:>st notori'Jus
in this matter.

The second trait is the fact that the po>se3sing
power exercises a political control on the suS
jugated country. The third is tl1e e ~ o:1omic de
pendence of the colonized ccur.try on that ,of the
colonizing power. The fourt:1 is the appallingly
low standard of social service, e,pe~ially dura
~ion. The fifth is the 1:J::k of so:ial contact be
tween the natives and thc ruling rowe:'.

To these may be added some othe,' traits which
resulted from the changes wrought by cola:1ial
ism. But this we shall brir.~ to light later.
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back and forth striving to find a solution to our
material and spiritual problems, man, in his
desparate search for harmony and reconciliation
finds himself weary, helpless and discouraged in
this going to and fro between opposite poles.

Ken'an Rifai was a man who was endowed with
the capacity of understanding human nature, so
that he knew how to deal with individuals and
social groups as a harmonious whole and could
regulate human relations on an entirely new
plan. We are all aware of the fact that the need
for spiritual things, for religion, and spiritual
living has perhaps never been more keenly felt
than in our own day. People are starting to
realize that if peace is to be attained, men and
women must look for, and find out, not the
things that separate human beings, but the things
that bring them close to one another and unite
them. If humanity wishes to be lifted up, to find
its balance and its salvation, it must have a
universal religion of love, pureness and sincerity,
and be void of all feelings of fanaticism. It can
not be denied that human beings' are more apt to
love each other when they have things in com
mon, and when they love the same symbols. In
social groups where common symbols are not
to be found, instability followed by crisis and
social collapse is bound sooner or later to take
place.

These symbols of which Ken'an Rifai is a good
representative serving the purpose of the
development and continuity of human societies
as they do, fulfil an important function. The
groups following these symbols, follow their own
law of life and its continuity and development.
While the symbols, as the personified truth, re
present the multitude, their method is not simply
to live an ordinary life, but one that people may
take as the perfect example of how an individual
life should be lead. The Saint called Ken'an Rifai
has been such a powerful and light-radiating
symbol whose purpose is to unite the people of
our time in a circle of disinterested love. 1 he brief
biography which I am about to give you is not
the picture of a life in the ordinary sense, but
one that should serve as an example for those
concerned with the future of man. To kr.ow ancl
respect such a man, would surely help 0:1e to
understand the whole social body which he re
presents.

Who was Ken'an Rifai? What was his purpose
and Mission? What were his accomplishments? !
shall try to deal with these three questions in this
discourse.

In order to answer the first question, we must
mention three basic characteristics of his perso
nality. He was, in the first place, a great mystic,

then a excellent sage, and finally a learned
spiritual teacher and guide.

What makes Ken'an Rifai outstanding is to find
these three qualities united in one man. Fa,'
through the fact of his being a man who unlte:;
his view of the mystical world with his wisdom,
and his wisdom with his teaching, he is spared
from being classified wlely as a religious teacher,
and appears before us a man of action and :l

champion of humanity.

Merely to give you an outline of the chrono
logical events of his life would not be an efficient
way of dealing with this great man's biography.
In order to present a true picture of his history,
personality and the purpose of his life, it is
necessary to have an understanding of the inner
factors and drives behind these chronological
events. Is is by his inner life, that we can truly
evaluate this great person, and will provide some
enlightenment out of his deeds, behaviours and
accomplishments. Therefore, we shall try to
describe the life of Ken'an Rifai as a whole with
special care not to lose the thread of the funda
mental principes in the details.

We can view the life of this remarkable inno
vator in its two aspects: the inner and the ex
terior. The exterior life: He was a man who in
nowise represented the type of person admired
and liked in our day; he was not one of those
personalities who have passed into history and
well-known old family of good social standing.
We see him in 1885 as a graduate of the Galata
Saray Sultanisi, the most advanced and modern
educational institution of his time, with a know
ledge of the more important Eastern and Western
languages. Discarding those opportunities which
would have given him a brillant future with
material advantages, he chose a teacher's profes
sion as his life-work - and which he pursued
until the last years of his life. Years later we see
him again at the legal retirement age refusing to
give up this career that was in his view so sacred.
Not only wa~ he a poet ,a musician and a won
derful singer, but he was a writer too, seven of
his eleven works were published. He wrote a
great number of essays and articles dealing with
his profession. He did not, however, pursue fame
or a great reputation, but on the contrary, avoi
ded being in high positions either in his educa
tional career or in the field of thought and art.

This was due to his inherent quality of being to
keep secret to the eyes of those arou?d him ?is
admirable and remarkable personahty, which
was a special characteristic of Ken'an Rifai.
When we consider the social conditions in which
he lived, we can easily discover the reason 'for his'
choice in this matter. Conditions. made it ,nece.s.-'.;



sary for him to regulate as we might say, the dis
pensing of the doses of his world view, his wis
dom and philosophy, and his personality to fit
the different levels of understanding, and to pre
sent it accordingly in suitable metaphorical form.
For this lax age in which we live, inefficient and
incompetent methods are tolerated on all things
and are permitted to meddle in all things, so that
one cannot be surprised to find men of creative
thought being anxious regarding possible inter
pretations and consequences of their views.

This concealment of his true self from the ex
terior eye, however, was not to hinder Ken'an
Rifai in his spiritual growth, nor was it to hinder
him from performing the task he had taken.

We see his spiritual life moulded by the influence
of two strong personalities: his mother and his
spiritual teacher.

The first manifestation which gave the life of
Ken'an Rifai its colour, was his deep, significant
and mysterious love for his mother Hatije ]enan,
who herself was a center of love. Hatije ]enan's
life principle, briefly, was to direct the human
soul toward the beautiful, the true and the good.
The life principle with which sought to imbue
the soul of her son from the very day he began
to comprehend human speech was this:

"You shall love human beings; your heart is full
of the inexhaustible treasures of forgiveness,
compassion and tolerance, therefore you shall not
love only human beings with the same indefati
gable unending love, but all creatures as well.
You must spend generously of these treasures
which are to be found within yourself. You shall
love humans, sympathizing with them as a fellow
man, and identifying yourself with them in their'
failures and merits. You will identify yourself
with them to such an extent you will gain by
their birth, and suffer loss bij their death. As a
man, your mission is to direct man's face to a
common, real goal. This can be done in many
ways. But the shortest, the greatest and the most
beautiful one of all is the way of love. It is
through an unlimited love for humanity that
peace can be acquired for the same humans. It is
the only way by which man can attain perfec
tion, and be transformed from the human to the
divine sphere, and by which he ultimately finds
God."

The importance of his mother's instruction which
was to prove not to be of merely theoretical
value, but to have played a considerable role in
shaping the whole of Ken'an Rifai's life, is quite
obvious. We can see that his mother was one of
the saints of whom the world is in so great need.

After his mother, Ken'an Rifai's spiritual educa
tion was undertaken by his teacher and guide

---
E~h.em Efen~i of.P~ilippop?lis. So this young
disCiple, Ken an Rlfal, born mto spiritual world
ea:ly in life, had, in the course of his physical
eXistence to move from one town to another per
forming his earthly task of a school master or
educational administrator. In the meantime
there ranged in his own i1eart the territlc oarrie;
that consequently won him the "Greater Battle"
(this expression, in the mystical sense, means the
struggle in one's own heart to bring it into sub
mission to the .diy-ine ord~nance~), until one day
the youthful diSCiple attamed hiS purpose which
was to find peace and harmony withm himself
with everyone and everything; a peace and har~
mony which nothing or nobody could disturb,
and emerged as the pure fire of love itself, a mo
del of courtesy and good bre::ding, a guide to the
path of perfection. In brief, an educator and a
teacher who had developed into a spiritual hero.
The probability was that perhaps the knowledge
regarding the true identity of Edhem Efendi,
namely that he was a special messenger of the
invisible world and had been entrusted with a
great mission, was disclosed to nobody else apart
from Ken'an Rifai and his mother.

Here I must stop to explain in a few words what
I mean when I use the terms "murshid" and
"murid" whose functions have influenced the
Eastern life and mind since the early ages, and
how the relations between the two are regulated.
By Murshid I mean a spiritual te3.cher and by
Murid, I mean a disciple. i he surrender of a dis
ciple to a spiritual teacher means that the novice
delivers himself into the hands of his teacher,
leaving behind all his past life and all belief and
ideas that this life contained; that he gives up all
previous ways and standa:ds of life, all cherished
feelings and loves, and submits his very being to

the will of a principle superio:' to his own being.
This idea is rather diffil ult to conceive in our
individualistic age, for everyone wishes to be an
independent world in himself. In the East, a
Murshid is one whose personality is the center
focussing a value equal to the vabe that the hu
man society as a whole holds; the Murid follo
wing his example in relation to actions and re
actions, the relations of ma"l with himself, with
his fellow men and with God are influenced by
the Murshid. The Murshid does noi: use external
compulsion ,his voice is not heard on the out
side, he speaks to one through the inner world
of the soul. The realization or one's life depends
on how sensitive the spiritual ear of the Murid
is to the voice of his master, the Murshid. For the
Murshid is not an individual, but a personified
symbol of the virtues and qualities by which the
human society lives. To injure him is to ruin one
self ,to disobey him is to destroy one's own good.
In fine, the Murshid is the personified principle
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constantly guarding the mner shrine of one's
heart and soul.
The relation between Ken'an Rifai and his Mur
shid, therefore, was based on such an uncle:'stan
ding; an understanding which was to reoccur ii-,
later vears and in the more or less same f;'ame
work "between himself and his own disciples, As
a matter of fact there was nothing new about this
relationship in the East. The East remember:
'1ery well many instances such as in the case of a
great mystic poet MevIana ]elaleddini Rumi and
his Murshid Shamsi Tebrizi ;ancl also of Fatih
Sultan Mehmed (the Conquerror) and his spiri
tual teacher Sheikh Akshemseddin.

Having given this brief explanation of the Mur
shid and Murid relationships, let us return to our
own subject: Who was Ken'an Rifai and what
was his purpose and mission? At the beginning of
our discourse, we mentioned the three main char
acteristics of his personality namely, that he was
a great mystic, a sage and spiritual teacher.

The remarkable characteristic in Ken'an Ri
fai's mystical understanding is that he was n:Jt
confined to a certain and limited metaphysical
system. He did not view mysticism as Algazali
did merely as a moral principle (of a religious
sect), neither like Muhiddini Arabi who confined
himself only to the limits of pantheism; nor did
he, like Mevlana, live a life of ecstacy and
trance. And how could he? For he was a man of
the twentieth century, and had to behave in ac
cordance with the age in which he lived. His
understanding of mysticism was a composite
production embracing the moralists, the pan
theists and the ecstatics.

This is how Ken'an Rifai himself explains his
own thought to his pupils today: "I have three
spectacles. One I use to see the objects that arc
near. The other, is to see things that are far off.
And the third I use to see the near and the far.
That is, the third pair of spectacles, has gla~ses

that are good for both distances. Should I use
my short distance spectacles for far distance, it
makes me feel dizzy. And when I use my far
distance glasses, the objects look blurred. Where
as the third pair of spectacles is different! There
fore, I have come to this conclusion: For those
who wish to see only this world, the form and
the matter of existing things, cannot see the next
world, the spirit and the spiritual. For those who
wish to see only the next world and the spiritual,
it is not possible to see this world. Whereas, one's
spiritual eyes should have spectacles made in such
a way that his view of the external world should
not prevent his vision of the spiritual, while his
vision of the spiritual should not blurr the sight
of the external! Ken'an Rifai's idea of mysticism

~ is, that it is a process that man's spirit is refined
~'

to great depths, that determines his pOSItIOn in
the universe and his relation with other beings,
and ensures his contacts with truth ;it is a chain
of thought that begins with man and comes to
perfection with man, and is a life of experience.
The reason why mysticism is always seen side bv
side with religion, is that religion need its help,
its explanation and interpretation. While the
mystic is one who lives according to the require
ments of this balancing element that bnngs har
mony into life, and one who thinks of love as the
most essential reality of the universe.

Ken'an Rifai has avoided giving any definition
of mysticism, but he himself lived the ideal life
of a true mystic.

In his opinion, man provides meaning to the
universe. And as Mevlana says: "Since the house
of God became the house of God, God has not
been dwelling in it, while in the house of my
heart nothing dwells but God." So mysticism is
not only knowing this truth with the mind but
realizing it by actual living and experiencing that
state.

Ken'an Rifai was one who regarded mankind,
things and all creation as being both in the realm
of the infinite law of individualism, or plurality,
and as one single body in unity; so that they
were closely united. He thought of all things,
including his own being ,as an instrument and
metaphor of the law of Truth and unity. Truth
has given to every single atom a different form,
a different way and a different direction; and
every being is able to take up its position only by
performing its own special function among the
innumerable instruments forming the universal
symphony. As a matter of fact ,the function of
every existing thing is, in effect, the promotor,
the essence, in a word, the whole of this sym
phony. Ken'an Rifai has kept in step with this
law of unity ,has applied the reality of this law
into his conscious living, and living it, has been
an active power serving the promotion of this
truth.

Now let us hear him speak: One day, one of his
pupils asked: "What is mysticism?" The answer
he gave was: "It is not to offend anyone and
not to be offended by anyone". This brief reply,
at first, did not satisfy his pupil. The teacher
insisted on this definition: "Think well. A whole
philosophy pertaining to the relation between the
Creator and the creature is contained in this
sentence." Then he added: "Know that God by
his deeds, his words, his essence and attributes,
with all his external and inner works has been
manifested in man. So that God's compassion,
goodness, magnanimity, wrath and punishment
come to man through man. So in all y'6ur dea-
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lings, you are dealing with God. When you know
this whom can you offend and by whom can you
be offended? Our own being is an instrument for
the word ,deed, and external and inner dealings
of God. Many a time man attributes these dea
lings of God to himself, whereas these dealings
are lent and entrusted to us. This is what the
Prophet Muhammed meant when he said: "He
who knoweth himself knoweth his God." And
therefore he taught it as a principle".

Ken'an Rifai considered all dealings in this
world as dealings with God. He revered and
loved everything as a manifestation of God. It
was his belief that the main subject to dwell
upon, is Love. For it is in this manner that he
has transferred the love of God from the abstract
into the concrete, by applying it to the world
and to that which is created; in other words,
he in fact realized the unity of love. For him,
the Creator and the created are like an indivisible
solution. Let us hear him again speak: "We must
know that the basis of life is faith ,the essence
of faith is deed. The perfection of faith is the
love of God, the perfection of deed is the love
of the created one. That is, basically one should
know that what is created is not separate from
the Creator. Some consider the created as an
external phenomenon, and the Creator an in
ternal one, while others hold exactly an opposite
view. A third class of people - and these are
the fortunate ones - know that when they talk
to God they talk to man, and when they talk to
man they are communicating with God. In brief,
those people who are free from sorrow and fear
are those who love God, and ,therefore, treat
man with kindness, compassion, forgiveness,
patience and meekness."

It is because of this way of thinking that he has
adopted the conception of love as the chief
principle of his mystical philosophy, wisdom
and education system.

Having thus dwelt very briefly on the general
lines with his mystical personality, let us now
pass to consideration of Ken'an Rifai as a sage.
The true reality must commence with a real
ization that in order to attain the necessary
conditions for the perpetuity of man as man,
one must recognize the fact that the part or the
individual could not have any claim or question
separate from the whole ,and a belief in the
eternity of life .Like all the ancient great sages
of the East Ken'an Rifai stood for this idea
throughout his life: Unity and eternity! One
of the characteristics of the East is not to value
mere theories. The East desires that every prin
ciple that is taught should be reflected in real
life, and that he who upholds a certain principle,
should carry it on his actual life and thereby
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leave no doubt on the minds of people as to this
adherence to it. To one who says: "Believe in the
principle of unity and eternity, the East will
usually say: "Very well, show us in actual life
how it is done!"

Is is because of this remarkable reality that
Ken'an Rifai's life has been actually lived in
perfect harmony with the two principles he
believed in. In this manner he introdu'ed a
certain new ethical element into the way of
thinking of the community in which he lived,
such as persevering vigilance, a constant sense
of responsibility, a balanced sense of right and
dynamic living. Having thoroughly assimilated
these elements into his personality, we se~ him
following a harmonious life with a concentrated
spirit, and leading a healty existence.
His wisdom revolves invariably around the pivot
of knowledge and deed.Knowledge here, is the
foundation from which arises all other know
ledge, that is, the knowledge of God. As we
stated above, this is based on the idea of '"ete-
nity". Wereas the deed, is the action done, in
consultation with the innermost soul, in the
assurance that it fits in with the main principles
of life, that it is beneficial for the social bo:ly
as well as the doer ;this is based on the ide:l or
"unity".

As he considers the innumerable crises and
troubles of contemporary times, Ken'an Rifa"
asks himself: "What is the matter with t1'
world"? Men are destroying the cultured aT:'
flourishing cities they have spent so much effo
and time in building. Thousands of homes are
are being ruined in an instant; the strong a' c
oppressing the weak!

To my mind, the reason for all this is be~au~.e

we are looking for that kind of pleasure W:lir 1

seeks to provide happiness, for a happiness wh;r'l
is bereft of knowledge ,and for a knowledge
which contains no wisdom! Consequently, we
cannot have peace of mind or attain real hap
piness. There can be no knowledge without wi
dom, for the aim of all knowledge is to know
God, and the aim of deeds is good morals".
In speaking of morals and deeds ,we turn to
Ken'an Rifai's third basic characteristic, whir!)
is the quality of a spiritual teacher and g~id~
As a spiritual teacher and guide Ken'an Rlfal,
wished to organize, man's relation to himself.
with his fellowmen, and with God on the basis of
wisdom as we tried to show above.
In his actual teaching of this, he has applied the
elements of religion and faith. For in his opinion,
a man of true faith is the most dependable
element in social life and its soundest safety valved'
Since universal humanity has no boundaries, an
it cannot be bound by one religious creed, or
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nationality, the only one on whom one can
really rely is the true and sincere man of faith.
For this reason, Ken'an Rifai has always regar
ded religion as an authority for the establishment
and development of the spiritual life and the
character formation of man. He has found many
a man steeped in the depths of despair, or many
an unfortunate soul bewildered in the valleys
of uoubt and suspicion which has resulted in the
lessening of an atmosphere of faith.

As an instructor Ken'an Rifai demanded of his
pupil the following: "Thou shalt first of all
become a friend to thyself! A man who is at
peace with himself, is at peace with the world;
this is true freedom!" This must be achieved
when man conceives of himself not as an inde
pendent being, but as a part of the whole. In
this case, one would be willing to accept events as
occurring not as the result of one's own choice
but as there were bound to happen; that is, he
would, for the good of the whole, let his own
ego withdraw to the background. This ego that
should be subject always to the control of the
values recognized by the standards of common
conscience, must resign itself to self-sacrifice,
renunciation, hardship and privation for the sake
of the whole. He says: "The true liberty is to be
emancipated from self. No one can be free just
by saying I am free. While man remains a slave
of self, he is not free. For instance, the man
who cannot even assert his authority over his
desire of smoking, and who wishing to give up
the habit cannot get himself free from its bond
age, cannot pretend to be free. The true free
man is not one who is slave to his appetites,
instincts and desires, but one who is master of
them."

We come now to the idea "perservering vigi
lance", which we mentioned above as the chief
ethical element or principle, Ken'an Refai
brought into the life of his followers. This vigi
lance must govern every life, old or young in
all their actions. Ken'an Rifai never missed an
opportunity in the way of warning those around
him to be watchful. Here is a small example.
One day as he sat with his disciples, he pointed
to an old silver vase that stood on the table, and
asked: "Is that vase made of silver?" The owner
answered in the affirmative.. "If you polished
this vase with chalk, it would shine!" said he.
The owner answered apologetically that the vase
was for everyday use and was hard to keep
shiny. The teacher came to the point: "The
hearts of those who are defeated by self and de
sire are fundamentally bright jewels, but neglect
causes their hearts to become black like this vase.
Therefore, man being the owner of the spirit
which is the place where God is manifested and

the mind, which is the substitute of the prophet;
if his heart is rusted and turbid, he is in war with
his own spirit and mind, and moreover, with
God and the Prophet. You may imagine what
the condition of such a person in war would
be! It is possibl,e to clean this silver vase with a
bit of chemical, just as it is posible to clean one's
body with water. But the cleaning of heart and
spirit is only possible by being cleansed from
all evil thought and deed, and knowing, and
seeing no other being but God Himself."

On another occasion the folluwing conversation
took place between teacher and disciple. The
disciple said: "The world is very bad, sir!" to
which the Teacher replied: "Be good, yourself!"
"What is the use of my being good in the midst
of all this wickedness?" said the disciple to
which Ken'an Rifai made the reply: "It is none
of your bussiness to think of the sins of others.
See that you are good yourself! Did evil hold on
your borders, or not? Were you infected by it or
not? If evil did not touch or soil you, then it was
defeated. One must try not to forget or neglect
his principles. Even if one should forget, how
ever, one is apt to remember and refresh them
some day through suffering and pain. Your prin
ciples are the essence and leavening of your life
and eternity. Hold fast to them."

This is the meaning of one's being a friend to
oneself! So that when you cause a person to be
reconciled to himself, you have won him both
for his own sake and for the sake of humanity.
In the matter of man's relation with his fellow
men Ken'an Rifai considers loyalty, sincerity,
good-will and disinterestedness as essential quali
ties. These qualities were so fundamental to his
own character that by merely looking at him
one could perceive the essence of loyalty, since
rity and disinterestedness as a personified truth.
He says that "Every human being, is a loyal
friend in whom God is manifested and who
stretches forth his hand to uphold us." There
fore, to show loyalty, l.:>ve and sincerity to crea
tures is to show them to God. During an argu
ment one of his pupils said: "What if everybody
held me responsible for this?" Ken'an Rifai
replied: "For us there is no "everybody", we do
what we do for God. Should you ask your heart
and get the decree that you are not responsible,
be not afraid of others! See that your conscience
does not reproach you."

Throughout his life Ken'an Rifai was deeply
troubled by the fact that man was always at war
with man. One evening during the second world
war, having heard the news on the various radio
.itations, he remarked: "The Kor'an tells people
to love mankind and to treat them with good-



ness, compassion and justice; the prophets also
declare that all humankind is one great family
and that those who deal with them kindly and
beneficiently are acceDtable to God. But unfor
tunately, n~w as I tU~1e in on my radio to any
station, I hear people telling of their assaults on
enemy countries and of the great damage and
destruction they have done. Thev also boast of
the fact that ~o harm came to 'themselves and
that they had no casualties. What a sad occur
rence this is for humanity in the twentieth cen
tury; I thought to mys~lf. In very old times,
Diogenes went about in daylight holding a lan
tern in his hand, when asked, why he went
around thus, he answered that he was looking for
An honest man.AlsoSocrates addressing the crowd
assembled before him believing themselves to be
of sound judgment said: "Since you claim to be
of sound judgment, why is there such contention
among you?" Ages have elapsed since that time.
Had those great men come into the world in this
age of progress and evolution, I wor-der what
they would have to say and whether they would
seek to escape? Looking at present conditions one
might be apt to ask: "Is there such a thing as a
friend?" Who is a friend then? Ken'an Rifai
meets this question with this infallible answer:
"God is the friend, and he who knows Him is
His friend".

Man's relation to God, therefore, is based on this
essential truth. Ken'an Rifai says: "The height
of all wisdom is the love of God. And the love
of God is possible by loving the creatures in this
world in each of whom God is manifested."
Thus, this great man takes the love of God out of
the abstract, converts it into the personal as he
says: "Every human individual is of one kind
with us and is our brother in human form."

Acting on this principle, he converts the idea of
fear into the idea of love and faith, and the
i~ea of religion into that of tolerance and for
gIveness.

This is a point to be studied in all religions. For,
to the modern man whose horizon of thought is
widened, we cannot impose any form of thought
by force or any kind of threat, neither can we
cause him to accept any dogmas dressed up in
fanatical or fantastic forms. It is only a perfect
and sincere moral of love that can unite people in
the idea of the universal being and give them
peace. Ken'an Rifai has used every means utili
zing the most suitable time to achieve the reali
zation of this great cause. He never was driven
by a narrow dogmatic faith so as to deride any
knowledge of science, neither did he ever be
little any philosophy. At the same time, as he
strove to correct and cure the weaknesses and
defects of human beings by love and faith

8

radiating fro:11 his eyes, his heart, his tongue
and his hands, he has never used any of the
material pertaming to a destructive harsh, intole
rant and aggressive fanaticism. When we con
sider the timr and country in which he lived,
this fanaticisIiI gains a cyecial importance. It
was a time wben Islam was used as a political
instrument with which to hinder many attempts
for progressivt: reforms - a most critical and
confused time when the Ottoman Empire w~lS

in the proce~, of collapsing. In this very diffi
cult time Ken'an Rifai alone stood in defense of
his principles «gainst all these bodies who were
blindly fanatical ,to the point of declaring that
Islamic princivles could never clash with any
ideas of progress, or any movement for the
development cf civilization; that every move
ment serving man's welfare was in accord with
Islamic principles. He used to tell his pupils of
a certain fanatical preacher who one day said
from the pulpit in his mosque, casting fear over
the hearts of the people as he shouted his
threats of hell, saying: "God will ask you many
questions when you are dead! He will ask you
how you used your knowledge, your money; did
you pray and worship properly, did you fast,
etc.? And if you cannot answer these questions,
you will be tormented and tortured." A dervish
who was listening to the preacher spoke up and
said: "Hodja, Hodja (teacher, teacher), God
does not ask man as many questions as all that.
He asks only one, and that is this: "I was witD
you: with whom were you?"
For Ken'an Rifai, the whole question was for
one to live with God with every breath! Al
though he had much respect for those who spent
all their lives in worship; he would say: "It is
a very good thing to be always at worship, but
this too is a worship related to the body. The
real worship is that of the heart, which means
to have the heart always open to God." On
another occasion he said: "To reflect upon your
non-existence, for an instance, is greater than
praying with your existence for a whole year."
In effect, Ken'an Rifai, as well as the disciples
he has instructed, remained faithful to all rules
and requirements of the Islamic law, and has
faithfully and reverendly performed such as the
"namaz", which is an act of religious require
ments performed five times a day, and fasting
during the month of Ramazan. Only, this formal
aspect of Islam has been not a goal but a means
for maintaining a spirit of disciplin and an
orderly life. For when worship is performed
only in this spirit ,it is only then that it can
bring a valuable contribution into the life of the
individual and the many. A man who was tied
to the letter of religious law and had no sense of
its spiritual value, once, asked Ken'an Rifai how
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he should hold his rosary, and whether the
rumour was true that if one had the arm straight,
that would make it easier for one to cross the
narrow bridge on the way to heaven. Ken'an
Rifai replied in some amazement: "What relation
is there between the ritual movement of the arm
during prayer and one's bridge into heaven? Hold
your arm upwards or downwards, that does not
make any difference. What you should watch
is your own heart! It is sufficient for you to hold
your heart straight! The bridge to heaven is
related to the spiritual meaning of the Rosary,
not the external. The Rosary means to praise
God, to know only that there is only one God
and no other. Can you do that?"
Another time ,a new convert to Islam asked, if
he should change his usual attire to fit his new
position. The answer was: ,,\Y/hat difference
does attire make" You may wear turban upon
turban if you like; God does not regard your
external appearance, he looks at your heart!"
We see that Ken'an Rifai did not regard man's
relation to God on the basis of form but on the
spiritual basis, which he has greatly emphasized.
The most important thing, therefore, is that the
current between man and God should never be
interrupted, and their relation should not stop
even for a single breath. Therefore, he consider
ed it his chief duty to endeavour to hold those
around him in a state of constant vigilance. For
instance, at one of their meetings, one of thos'e
present switched on the electricity and the room
was flooded with light. Ken'an Rifai interrupted
his discourse for a minute to remark that "when
you switch on the light of your hearts, how
fortunate you are if you can see God's light
filling them .But when you wish to switch on the
light and find that there is no current, you are
in a sad state."
Another time again, when he was talking with
his pupils, the telephone rang, but somehow the
person answering was not quick enough to
answer it, and it rang off. Ken'an Rifai then
said: "Even in such a simple matter one must not
be neglectful. When even the telephone does not
tolerate neglect, how much more it is with the
telephone of the heart? One should be alert and
ready to answer the call that comes from the
central. Otherwise God's grace and benevolence
will find you in sleep and you will miss the
occasion of receiving His gifts."
One can tell of hundreds of singular eh.amples
out of his daily life. But I hope tha'c my brief
discourse has given you an idea of the methods
and wisdom this spiritual leader used in regulat
ing his relation with himself, with his fellowmen
ond with God. That man should not regard him
self i'1dependent, but a small part of the infinite
order of the universe and should comprehend

his own responsibilities accordingly; men should
regard other people as God's manifestation and
have a deep ,tolerant and forgiving love for
them, and that he should be constantly vigilant
over his relations to God - these are the funda
mental bases of his moral and religious belief.
Of course his true greatness lies in the fact that
he was not content to produce theoretical ideas
but acted on them faithfully, throughout his life.
I would like particularly to dwell upon t4is
point. But before I go on, I feel that I should
try to tell you something of my-self and my own
personal experience.
The fact that I was born into an Arabic Chris
tian family as the daughter of a sage, an excellent
and deeply religious priest, perhaps forms a
foundation to the love of the mystical and
spiritual that seems to make the essence of the
stuff of my being which was kneaded with the
mystical spirit of the East and the culture of the
West. Later as a woman of career, for at least one
quarter of a century, my time was spent in
studying and translating mystical and philoso
phical works, thus entering to the extent of my
capacity, into the lives of the mystics, and this
of course, served to deepen my passionate love of
the mystical. By a providential decree, God has
honoured me by causing me to have my spiritual
education in the hands of good souls, of those
rare and excellent men of God who have ever
trodden this earth. After my own father, the
man who moulded my spiritual life was one who
with his exceptionally noble and godly life, with
hi,S knowledge and God-illuminated personality,
wlth his profound faith, humility and kindness,
directed my spiritual life, I have great pleasure
in paying tribute to this excellent guardian,
father and friend who was the Rev. Dr. Fredric
MacCallum.
Later when I was studying theology and philo
sophy in, Woodbrooke College in England, I had
the privilege of being instructed by remarkable
personalities, but to sit at the feet of the Rev.
I?r Randel Harris was an unforgettable expe
nence.
My association with Eastern mystics and eminent
men of Islam begins after this time. My connec
tion with Mevlane, Younus Emre, Molla Cami,
Niyazi Misri served to open before my heart's
eye a wide spiritual horizon. It has also widened
the sphere of my own thought and outlook. My
heart was filled with their melodies of divine
love. Finally, one day the opportunity came
by which I was to be ushered into the presence
of Turkey's most eminent mystic. When I, as a
Christian, stepped into his presence, I felt a:.
though I had eneountered one of the ancient Old
Testament prophets. Such was the grandeur of
his personality that I was like one awe-struck,
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save him or at least render him harmless to
society.

Ken'an Rifai has personified and applied to his
own life the principles he taught for men's rela
tion with one another. He wanted people to be
loyal to one another. He himself knew how to be
loyal not only to people, and animals but also to
~he very objects he used in daily life. For
lllstance, on a hot day ,one of his pupils took his
coa~ off and threw it to one side negligently
saYlllg: "Oh, how hot it is!" Ken'an Rifai at
once gave him a warning reply. "Is it nice to
treat an object so unkindly, especially since you
are g<?ing to nee~ it again a little later?" Again
one tIme be pOlllted at a man who had just
thrown the stump of the cigarette he had just
finished smoking and was crushing it with his
foot, and said to his pupils: "This man was
enjoying that cigarette as he smoked it. Isn't
it sad that he should forget the pleasure so soon
and crush that same object so disgustedly as soon
as he had enough of it? It would have been
better to put it aside more gently and appre
ciatively. If one is not careful of his behaviour
in small things, this would spoil his behaviour
in great things also."

Were we to get at the deeper meaning of these
anecdotes which seem to have an educational and
disciplinary purpose, this is what we would find:
"Be mindful! With every word, thought and
deed your own destiny is being built. And not
only yours, but that of the entire humanity. You
are the power of doing good, you are the power
of doing evil. You are not restricted with the
external, the external is bound to you. That is,
nature becomes nature by looking at you. For
you are not the product of nature, but nature is
your reflection. If you desire the good, you must
first create the good in yourself ;reflect your
light about you. But if you open the springs of
evil, then your own jug will be filled with evil.
Everything in creation comes out of you and
goes back into you. Are you happy? It has been
your doing. Are you unhappy? Do not look
around for the cause, it is in vain, For again
it is your own doing.
Another essential point he taught was, good
opinion in human relationship. To explain we
need an example: One day as he looked through
his window, he saw two lads quarrelling in the
garden. They were helpers in the kitchen. He
saw, with the rest of the company, one of the
lads lifting his hand to strike the other. One of
those present exclaimed in dismay: "Oh, oh, he
is going to hit his companion!!" Ken'an Rifai
smiled pleasantly as he said: "Oh, no, he just
lifted his arm, may be he is going to take hold
of the tree-branch; or he may be fixing his hat,

the WOrld.. o.t. w ~tnout ,S8nCllonmg mateliatit. i '."'u...&lP.c;L_1'Plcuw!lW!1 lei" ina. ttr _I,
and overwhelmed by that sense of reverence that
I was unable to speak. Yes, I was completely
tongue-tied.

In later times when I had the privilege of being
admitted frequently into his circle, this sense of
awe and reverence never left me. Before long,
however, I did sense an abundance of toleration
and understanding befitting a real saint and a
sage.

I said above that Ken'an Rifai was one whQ
actually lived his cause, breath by breath, and
that this was the secret of his greatness. Truly,
despite his worldly and spiritual privileges,
I have met no one in my life who was more
humble and selfless than this sage. Perhaps this
was why he was so completely at peace with
himself. For instance, he has never been heard
throughout his life to complain either of himself
or of others. It is a real fact that he had a super
human patience regarding life and hence he
transformed his own life into the realm of the
spiritual. The last two years of his life were
spent in intolerable physical suffering. When his
doctors asked him what he complained of, he
would say: "Complain? Thank God, I have no
complaint whatsoever." The best doctors of the
country would leave his presence with these
words: "We come in the hope of curing him, but
in real fact he is the one who is healing our
souls." After one of his terrible fits of coughing,
his wife remarked one time: "Oh, I am so fed up
with this cough!" Ken'an Rifai looked troubled
and answered: "Please don't say that again. This
is a guest sent by God into my body. I would
wish to be pleased with it as I would be with
any guest coming into my house. It would not
be proper for us to complain. When it wishes
to leave us, let it leave us willingly. We would
not except God to let us have only what we
consider pleasant! When he grants something
pleasing, we gladly receive it; then should we
complain when something troublesome comes?"
In those days of physical suffering, his doctors
suggested that no visitors should be admitted,
and if they must come, they should not stay long.
This was his reply: "Please do not separate me
from these people. They do not cause me
weariness, just the contrary, I am nourished by
them. They bring me healing. If you separate me
from my friends, why should exist any longer?
I could not go on living".

He loved men as a whole, not discriminating
between good and bad, the handsome and the
ugly. He had compassion for the oppressed, but
he pitied the oppresser also. He knew that the
right of the oppressed was both his own sword
and shield, and therefore did not make an out
cast of the criminal, but tried to win him and
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or possibly he wanted to point at an object at
the distance." The suggestion was to teach the
company not to think of the evil, and try to see
things in the light of the good. The basis of this,
of course, is a very important principle: Man
bears the responsibility for all creation, there
fore, his vision has a creative capacity. Since
even each single atom is full of infinite possibi
lities, man's directing his vision hither or thither
means the awakening into action of some possibi
lity. Therefore, the soul should be directed with
all its might to the elements of good. To think
of the good, to do good, to interpret the good.
To keep at the trail of the good till one's last
breath! This is the duty and mission of the
creative man.
It is because he succeeded in carrying on this
duty till the very end that Ken'an Rifai was
able to live at peace with himself and with all
people. He has never been seen to be angry with
or to be offended by anyone, including those
who actually did him harm. Further, he succeed
ed in loving and being kind to those who
actually injured him; hastenend to their help
when they were in any kind of need, and
befriended them with no reproach of reference
to their harmful behaviour.
"God's dearest creature is the one who forgives,
and forgives all the time, "says Ken'an Rifai.
In the uttermost sense of tolerance he remarks:
"I like to seem deceived to the eyes of those who
wish to deceive me. Why deprive them of
somthing that pleases them." More remarkable
still was the fact that he considered himself as
having a share in the fault of another, and
shared in the shame of the guilty. And of course
one never heard him mention any material or
spiritual help or service he had rendered. He
always told us never to expect anything in
return for service. For doing good was our most
natural function. Once one of his company said:
"Today I heard a beggar who was singing. I
sent him some money, but he sang so beautifully
that I delayed the gift in order to enjoy his
singing for a little longer." The spiritual teacher
answered quickly and gravely: "I would not do
that, for two reasons: the first is that by so
thinking I would be paying for his singing, not
doing an act of charity. Secondly, that poor man
is using his breath to sing and get a living. Why
then should I allow him to waste his breath for
my pleasure? Let him use his capacity to stir
mercy in other people's hearts."
Ken'an Rifai's relation with God as a man of
religion also is very remarkable. On an occasion
a disciple said to him in a gush of emotion:
"Oh, may God be pleased with and reward you."
(which is an expression of blessing greatly used
in the East). He answered: "First, I should be

pleased with God ! Yes, let me first show my
pleasure in God. That is, let me be able to praise
my Lord for every blessing he bestows on me.
Let me accept willingly and gladly every single
gift whether it seems good or bad to our human
eyes, and show Him the reverence that is His
due. Putting aside all kinds of complaints let me
be first pleased with and grateful to God, so
that He too may be pleased with me!" So that
we see again how everything is based on the
principles of Love, thankfulness and gratitude,
and submission. This in brief, is the true Derwish
principle. Now we come to the point where we
shall study how Ken'an Rifai's view formed
itself around the pattern of mysticism, and there
fore his capacity as a spiritual teacher, and how
he transferred the principles governing his
relation with God to other human beings.

Ken'an Rifai started his "Dergah" in 1908.
(The nearest explanation of Dergah perhaps
would be a Darwish Convent). For according
to the conditions of the time, the only field in
which he could teach his world-view in its
general lines was a Dergah. Were the conditions
of those days favourable for opening an academy
to teach his principle, he would have preferred
an academy. But circumstances were such that,
although he had not inher:ted a sheikh's head
gear and a ship-skin rug from his ancestors, and
although the factors that would make him the
sheikh of a Dargah did not exist either in his
family or environment or conditions of this
time, it was necessary for him to constitute a
spiritual and religious identity which would go
side by side with his civilian life. For it was
evident that the world had become a kind of
clown that was to be slapped for fun in the midst
of materialistic and spiritualistic philosophy.
Ken'an Rifai dwelt with great care upon the
perilous traces of this struggle which was drag
ging humanity into a crisis of values. The human
society in which he lived was drying up day by
day losing its faith, and in its decline in spiritual
value was losing its suppleness. Especially phi
losophy in its argument as to whether belief in
the divine power was good for mankind or not
was urging into the world of thought new
possibilities and hypothesis. While science very
far from embracing the truths remaining beyond
the scope of the five senses, was dashing hither
and thither, unable to build, all alone, the strong
hold that was tot save humanity from a moral
breakdown. Whereas there was one truth above
and beyond the five senses. It was the task of
faith to uplift society and bring about a moral
revival, - the faith that would bring man face
to face with this truth. To bring prosperity to
man merely by way of technology ,and leave him
alone in the moral world with a dry, unfruitful
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assimilate any enviroment. In this way alone
can it be the living law for Muslims.

Law feeds On social realities within the frame
work of an attitude determined by man's reflec
tion on his position in the universe, on the one
hand, and his ideas of social justice on the other.
Legal theory which finds its place somewhere
between philosophy and political ideology is,
therefore concerned with every department of
knowledge. The outlook of law is provided by
philosophy and the resultant legal idealism seeks
expression in the actualities of life. Law will be
found at a deeper level to be based upon certain
assumptions which are drawn from non-legal
sources.

Iqbal did not work out any systematic legal
philosophy. Whatever we know of his views on
the subject is diffused in his poems, his disjointed
remarks interspersed in some of his letters and
finally in his Lecture on "The Principle of Mo
vement in the Structure of Islam". The difficul
ties which meet a student who aims at extracting
elements of juristic importance from this mate~
rial can rather be imagined then described. The:
are aggravated considerably bv the theological
terminology which embodies his legal ideas.

My purpose in this essay is very modest, na
mely, to make an attempt to deduce juristically
important elements from his thought and to see
what light they throw on the traditional law of
Islam.

According to Iqbal the ultimate ground of life
is a rationally directed will which can be con
ceived as an Ego. It is pure duration in which
thought, purpose and life so interpenetrate as t:)
give it an organic unity. Its infinity consists in
the limitless possibilities of creative activity.
How it proceeds to creation is impossible to
tell but judging from the fact that creative acti
vity is essentially discontinuous, it may be said
that it will create only ego-unities. What we call
"Nature" does not confront it as its veritable
"Other" and is only a fleeting moment in its life.

Accordingly, the universe can only be popu
lated with individuals posessing various degree.,
of reality the extent of which is determined by

by
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As one goes through Iqbal's letters addressed
to his friends, one cannot help being impressed
by his grave concern over the question of the
reconstruction of Islamic law. It appears that he
had a definite plan to write on the subject which
however, could not materialise because of his
protracted illness before his death. Piecing to
gether his stray observations scattered in his
various writings and judging their direction
against the back-ground of his philosophy, it
seems possible to catch a glimpse of his juristic
views. It would be quite profitable for us to get
to know them even in the barest outline. May
be, they prove useful in research on Islamic Law
undertaken with a view to solving the practical
problems with which the Muslims are confronted
at present. The point at issue is whether Islamic
law holds out any prospects of its creative adap
t:1tion to their needs in the fast changing ""0rld.
On its succesfull solution depends their future.

In one of his leaers, Iqbal has indicated the
method of approach ",-hich should be folbwed
in assessing the juristic quality of Islamic law.
He suggests a critical study of its basic ideas in
the light of the standards furnished b-,- mo
dern j~risprudence. It win be agreed that in esti
mating its worth the only course open to scholars
who may engage in the task is to get at the
roots of its native elements. \V'hatever accretions
may be found to have gathered around its struc
ture should be eliminated if thev are alien to its
spirit or are the product of thou"ght, strictly con
ditioned by the circumstances peculiar to a cer
tain age. Such elements as have become irrele
Ya!1t to the conditions of modern life will be
discarded. The next step will be to weld the
foundational conceptions into an organic unity,
guarding ourselves, however ,against the lure of
building it into a closed svstem by exclusive lo
gical re'finement of its categories. The vedict of
history is that the finished or the logically com
pleted intellectual disciplines never hold for long
and invariably disintegrate in the end. The unit:"
achieved must be organic so that the essential
function of law as an instrument for ordering
human relations may have vitality enough to
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their capacity to affirm themselves as indivi
duals. Man alone of this creation is capable of
self-affirmation to the highest degree. Although
he has a beginning in time, he is perhaps meant
to be a permanent element in the constitution
of the world. His uniqueness as an individual
makes him bear nobody else's burden than his
own.

This entitles him only to what he earns by
his personal efforts. His quintessence consists in
his directive power. For he proceeds from the
directive energy of the Ultimate Self. He is dis
tinct from and yet completely dependent both
for his emergence and life on the ultimate Ego.
Nature which is a system of interrelated events
)s continuously developing in time. It is organic
to the Creator in much the same way as man is.
The conflict of life starts when Nature confronts
man as something other than and separate from
him. Such antinomies as belief and action,
thought and will, subject and object, space and
time, change and permanence etc. impress his
mind, which seeks to reduce these oppositions cO

a unity.

Reality, therefore, is an organic whole and as
the notion implies, every element in it contribu
tes to the being of everything else in this whole.
Individuality is not merely a principle of unity
.1nd identity within the individual involving no
communication "'ith the outside world. On the
contrarv, individuals lend to the reality of one
anothe~ ,

The world, therefore, is not a disjointed plura
lity of self-contained units but a svstem in which
th~ members are perpatually interacting. Man
can, therefore, develop his uniqueness and mould
his career by establishing connections with the
reality that confront him. It is possible only by
exploring the chances of contact with it through
knowledge. Observation of nature and adjust
men of its forces to his own ideals is one way
of establishing intimacy in the interests of his
own progress, material as well as spiritual. Self
affirmation is rendered possible by a constant
revision of relations with nature in the light
of knowledge gained from the world within. His
ideal is to acquire self-possession, uniqueness and
capacity for intense action as an ego. The disci
pline of the individual gains in efficiency in the
measure in which his integration is achievd by
deeds in conformity with the law of his essen
tial nature. The ultimate self is the repository of
all values and an individual is to fashion his
own destinity by a progressive participation in
the divine life. This is achieved in two ways,
firstly by a ceaseless pursuit of scientific know
ledge with a view to pressing it into the service
of his ideals which it is his duty to perpetually
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create and secondly by regulating his inner and
outer life by one and the same law.

Society is but an association of individuals.
The unity that is man must constantly refer to
social reality for his own development and am
plification. An individual's progress has no mea
ning apart from this social reference because he
is what he is by virtue largely of what his envi
ronment has made him into. This sounds like a
truism which even the meanest intellect would
claim to know. Its significance will, however, be
thrown into greater relief in contrast with cer
tain notions that have gained currency in history.

The monads of Leibnitz are self-sufficient and
as between themselves have no means of commu
nication much less any basis for co-operation.
They are so to speak, winda"'less, not opening
to one another, although curiously enough, they
open to the chief :Monad. Each m::mad is actiye
only in its own self-development. They are sup
posed to be in some sort of indire:t relation in
consequence of a pre-established harmony. On
this view society can be conceived only as atomis
tic. That is whv the explanation, deyised for
the emergence of society could be no better than
the myth of social contract. This view left the
individual free to pursue his economic interests
under the security offered by the principle of
Laissez-Faire.

The various Declarations of Human Rights
made from time to time proved empty slogans.
They have rightly been termed as ;'negative". It
is now generally agreed that apart from recasting
the relationship of individual and society on a
better footing, it is not possible to remove dis
equilibrium in social life.

There have been two alternatives. One of
them has been worked out and has failed with
untold misery for the whole of mankind; I mean
the National Socialism of Germany and Fascism
of Italy which for purposes of pre~ent treatment
I take as one. The philosophy of Hegel wa~

made to yield life to these collectivist creeds. His
epistemology combined with his political aspi-
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rations disguised in his philosophy as deter
minations of universal reason was so developed
by his successors and perverted by ambitious per
sons as to justify omnipotence of the national
State which came to be regarded as a corporate
legal person. The individual existed for the good
of the State as conceived and enunciated by in
spired dictations. It is said that this possibility
arose as a result of conceiving society as an or
ganic whole.

The use of the word "organic" in relation to
Iqbal's philosophy does not mean, in the first
instance, negation of the reality of the individual
unlike what it meant in the final devekpment
of the Hegelian philosophy. Secondly, the reality
to which both individual and nature are organic
is the will of the Ultimate Mind. This will is the
ground of their being and their continuance.
Speaking in the language of law, the Grundnorm
considered from the finite point of view lies out
side of the individual as well as the societv.

An important juristic implication arising from
the nature of relation that individual and so
ciety bear to the creative activitv of the ultimate
ego' is, firstly that the positive 'law has its ulti
mate sanction in the objectively real Gnmdnorm
and secondh' that the society as an organised
political entity is no more than a legal order to
be maintained only so long as it fulfils its obliga
tions imposed by the Grundnonn. The reyolutio
nary aspects of this juristic principles are quite
clear.

Now to the other alternative, namely the Dia
lectic Materialism. ~'e all knov-' lw 'now how
t:ampletel:-.- this s:'nthesis has im'erted the scale
of values .The individual's position in the cor,
text of material conditions is the sale determi
nant of the creation and destruction of his rights
and duties. The idea of universal democracy
which it dangles before the world is constitute3
primarily by economic opportunity as its point
of departure. In this system, too, the individual
loses his bearings and is no more thans a cog in
the machinism of the social CollectiYe. Similar
was his fate in the Hegelian Cosmos we have al
ready seen. The reason whv man came to be
rega~ded so in both systems of thought is obvious.

Dialectic Materialism is founded on the pri
macy of matter while Hegel denies reality to
time. The latter was obvious to the central fact
that life is individualistic in character and that
history means collective movement of indivi
duals in real time. With him, however, time is
but a logical construction. It is, therefore, appa
rent why man who can progress by conquest of
time alone should have been deprived of his dig
nity and condemned to serfdom in the collecti
vist conceptions of society.

Iqbal has no patience with national sovereign
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states either. They came into existence as the
result of emancipation of Europe from the Pa
pal domination. Doubtless, man's mind was set
free but see at what a cost! The universal ethic e>:'

Christianity was replaced by national ethic. ~.

they became a source of great danger not onh
to themselves but also to the world at large. Th'"
last two world wars are amongst so many of the
bitter fruits of the tree of national sovereignity.
At any rate, this concept has outlived its utility,
if at all it had any.

The events during the last fifteen years point
to one lesson for man and that is that an Inter
national Community with sufficient power to
maintain peace and order in the world is ..
permanent necessity. The other problem whicil
modern jurisprudence has to solve is how to
reconcile sovereignty of nation states with para
mountcy of such International Organisation? So
far jurists have not been able to put forward a
satisfactory solution. The difficulty arises chieflv
from the dualism of the modern positive la~:
which has a tendency to apply the term "law"
to characterise the individual's relations to the
state on the one hand, to the relation of th,
nation state to the international communit\, ~':.

the other, in totally different senses. .

In one case law is defined as a rule of acti::m
backed by the physical force of the state and in
the other, as a rule of action based upon Natural
Law. It has been suggested that the contradiction
may be removed b~'~ regarding a member state':;
obedience to the World Bodv as a case of self
limit2.rion of its sowl'eignitv in-as-much-as'
course of action suggested b~' the \Vorld B~)':
will become law onl\" after a state has vGlunt.>
rily accepted it. This' contention is not sound for
the simple reason that in case of a conflict be
tween the two what choice will be made is .'.
foregone conclusion.

If I am right in interpreting the trend OT
Iqbal's thought, I venture to say that this con
flict between st.1te soyereignity and the hegemony
of international organisation can be removed b\
treating both of these entities as Legal Ode:'
which, considered as moral instruments, ar.
subject alike to the rule of the Gmndnorm. Oi:
this view the idea of state coercion as a neces
san' element in the definition of law shall
ha~e to be replaced by an extra-territorial re
cognition by courts of its enforceability on the
basis of some SOrt of federalism. The Internatio
nal Body along with member states will, there
fore, be an hierarchic structure. The idea of so
vereignity of nation states prevents effective co'
laboration not only between states inter se bt:.
also presents a hurdle in the evolution of a worL
order.

The conception of treating them all, the world
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organisation as well as the member states as so
many legal orders more in the nature of legal
trusts than as jU;'istic persons will pave the way
for the emergence of an effective world order.
This, in my opir:ion, v-ill be Iqbal's most impor
tant contributio:; to jurisprudence. Undoubtedly
this would have been his position. The principle,
outlined in the following passage, although di
rectly in reference to Muslim polity, would
equally apply to international political organisa
tion without any theoretical difficulty:

"It seems to me that God is slowly
bringing home to us the truth that Is
lam is neither Nationalism nor Impe
rialism but a Lague of Nations whIch
recognizes artificial boundaries and ra
cial distinctions for facility of reference
only, and not for restricting the social
horizon of its members".

Another unsolved problem of law is: How far
is it permissible, nay, obligatory, on an indivi
dual or group of individuals to revolt against
the state? This right is being slowly recognised
although when it may be exercised it is not clear.
K. C. Wheare says, "There are circumstances in
which it is morall~' right to rebel to, refuse to
obey the constitution, to upset it. A constitution
ma~' be the foundation of law and order in a
cOt~munit"l-. but mere 1a\''' and order is not
enough. I~ must be good law and good order".
(Modern Constitutio/is page 93). In the Nurem
berg trial the same question arose i!1 a different
form but was left undecided. In my view, with
the recognition of political organisation of socie
tv as a legal order the right to revolt would
accrue when such a legal order in flagrant dis
regard of the hi~her law persists in a certain
deEned course of action. Difference of opinion
on the mere question of methed will, hem-ever,
be no ground for the exercise of this right.

Iqbal has emphasised three things: Spiritual
interpretation of the universe, spiritual emanci
pation of the individual and the b2sic principles
of universal import directing the evolution of
human society on spiritual basis. According to
him, therefore law is essentially concerned with
the discovery of a system of truths which would
provide both the b'asis of positive law and its
ideals. Here we are reminded of the various
theories of Natural Law propounded from time
to time since the dawn of critical thought.

The Greeks gave us the elements of legal idea
lism based upon the conception of the universal
law applicable equally to all men irrespective of
their differences as to race, colour, language etc.
!twas argued that as man is part of an objective
rational order, he must guide his actions by the

law of Reason. The Stoics elaborated this con
ception and the Romans, later on, made a con
structive use of it when they on the basis of
reasonableness of usages of non-Roman subjects,
amplified the structure of Jus Gentium, finally
to be absorbed into their own law. In this way
they were able to broaden the base of the old
civil law and turn it into a cosmopolitan system.

The history of legal thought ,however, reveals
that natural law has been used at times as a cloak
for political aspirations of people against tyran
ny and at times to further vested interest in clear
breach of the requirements of general social well
being. For instance, the German Emperors sought
emancipation from the Papal authority in the
name of natural law. Later on, they sought to
use it also to perpetuate their hegemony and
power on their subjects. It is an irony of fate
that natural law has often been used to support
contradictory claims. That is why it has been
dubbed as a useless idea.

The judgment of history is said to have gone
against Natural Law. It is pointed Out for exam
ple, that whatever rights were secured to the
individual in various Declarations of Human
Rizhts turned out to be mere moon-shine because
co;;ditions for their realisation in practice were
not ensured.

The truth of the matter is that no sYStem can
work without higher law for any length of time,
for there can be one and on1\- one alternatiye to
its abandonments, namely, absolute relatiyism.
The reason why naturallav,- failed was that it
was conceived· as completely transcendent to
human life. It gave us theory but no practical
guidance in the matter of regulating human re
lations.

It was easy, therefore, to use it in the service
of any creed by giving it a twist in such a man
ner as to befit it to its needs. Mere general state
ments of ideals, therefore, proyed to be of no
consequence. The higher law must be palpably
felt in its dispensation in the socia-political struc
ture of society. In other words, within the ideal
frame-work, social realities have got to be adjus
ted. Iqbal is Yery explicit on this point. He says:

"With Islam, the ideal and the real
are not twO opposing forces which can
not be reconciled. The life of the ideal
consists, not in a total breach with the
real which would tend to shatter the
organic wholeness of life into painful
oppositions, but in the perpetual en
deavour of the ideal to appropriate the
real with a view eventually to absorb
it, to convert it into itself and to illu
minate its whole being."
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"Islam, recognIsmg the contact of
the ideal with the real, says, 'yes' to the
world of matter and points the way to
master it with a view to discover a ba
sis for a realistic regulation of life."

In opposition to natural law ideology, socio
logical conception of law has made its appea
rance on the scene. It contents that values arise
in the context of social phenomena and a society
is in constant flux, values are variable and are,
accordingly, the function of social process. Im
manence replaces transcendence. This approach
to law ushers in an era of complete relativism.
If the law as transcedent originates in immobili
tv, then the law as immanent rests upon change.
The former seeks to glorify the "idea" whereas
the latter deifies the concrete fact. The truth lies
half-way. The eternalisation of the concrete
would denude life of its ideals and deprive it of
spiritual direction by laying bare its roots to the
ruthlessness of evil forces. Abandonment of
hi~her purposes means abandonment of search
after a foot-hold for law in the fluencY of the
contingent. This attitude presents an al;ernative
too dreadful to contemplate, namely a crude
relativism with no solid foundation for thought,
life and value. It sows the seeds of anarchy
through and through.

In Iqbal's view. worshipping of ideals without
at the same time seeing how thev should relate
to the concreteness of life would impede man's
material and spiritual progress. Since, the~' have
a formalism and rigidity to which actualities
more often than not refuse to submit. The norm
should be so flexible as to leave room for expe
rimentation. It should be elastic enough to pro
vide scope for its absorption within the limita
tions of the spatio-temporal order. On the other
hand. if values were conceived as relative to ma
terial conditions, man would lose his personality
and society its character by being lost in the
endless po~sibilities of changing behaviour. It is
obvious, therefore, that the situation can be
saved only if the higher law was at once the
ground and a regulative principle of positive
law. Within its ideal scaffolding the norm should
lean ample margin of freedom for the creative
contributions of legal idealism.

Iqbal has a clear idea as to the nature of law
when he thus comments on the controversy on
the question of Qias between the Hanafi S~hool
of law on the one hand and the Shafi and Maliki
schools on the other:

"This was really a controversy be
tween the advoca;es of deductiv~ and
inductive methods in legal research. The
legists of Iraq originally emphasised the
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eternal aspect of the 'notion', while
those of Hedjaz laid stress on its tem
poral aspect".

and further:

"Their criticism of Abu Hanifa and
his school, however, emancipated the
concrete, at it were, and brought out
the necessity of observing the actual
movement and variety of life in the in
terpretation of juristic principles".

An organic view of reality like that of Iqbal
is based on the recognition of both the relata
and their relations as real. Reality, therefore, is
both immanent and transcendent and so should
be the law.

He says:

"The ultimate spiritual basis of all life,
as conceived by Islam is eternal and re
veals itself in' variety and change. A
society based on such a conception of
Reality must reconcile, in its life, the
catego'ries of permanence and change.
It must possess eternal principles to re
<>ulate its collective life, for the eternal
~ives us a foothold in the world of
~erpetual change. But eternal principles
when thev are understood to exclude all
possibilit~es of change which, according
to the Quran. is one of the greatest
'signs' of God. tend to immobilise what
is essentially mobile in its nature".

An important element in Iqbal's notion of law
appears to be the necessity of perpetually crea
tin<> le<>al ideals with an eve on how they func-

~ ~ ~. .
tio; in society. When the material goods are
limited and the number of claimants manv, a
sound legal theory must provide on plain of it~
own disintegration for validity of concept o.t
limitations to the operation of law. The sear,'
for an absolute standard of justice is ne:essarij
circumscribed bv social facts. That is how socio
logical approach to the law serves as a supple
ment to the idealist theory.

Apart from its social reference the law would
alwavs remain theoretical. It mav, therefore, be
said 'that ri<>hts as well as dutie; of individual,
are neither c"'reated nor destroyed bv pasitive law.
Thev are onlv recognised, s~spended.limited c,
amplified as the case may be. On Iqbal's vie""
would be possible, therefore, to hold that wh;1:
we call the fundamental rights of man are the
creatures of the higher law and the positive law
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simply declares them. It is said for instance,
there was a time when the right of proporty was
recognised as a necessity of social justice.

It then meant only a right to possess tools or
means of production. The functional meth:)d,
against the back-ground of modern conditions
would be to form a newer conception of the
right of property in view of its having been used
to the disadvantage of society as a whole. With
the change in the real function of proporty now
used as a means for furtherance of vested inte
rests and for the exploitation of the masses, there
must be a corresponding change in its notion.
In short, the development of law should take
place through a perpetual modification of its
ideal by a fresh conception of the limitations of
its application in society.

A legal system necessarily formulates its own
technique. This depends upon evolving notions
under strict discipline of legal logic. We have
for instance, notions of proporty, lease mort
gage, negligence, compensation, damages etc. in
legal vocabulary. When they are excessively
worked out in the administration of law or in
speculative jurisprudence, they tend to lose touch
with reality. The explanation is to be found in
the increasing degree of abstraction from the par
ticulars of actual existence.

An unrestrained logical refinement w:)uld ren
der anv law rigid and formal. When this stage
is reached, law becomes an instrument of oppres
sion. Justice then becomes a technical affair, of
ten verv unmindful of the actual requirements
of indi\:idual cases. This truth has been exempli
fied over and over again in human history. The
first known instance is the Jewish law at the
time of the advent of Christianity. Strict confor
mity to the letter of Jewish law with its own
logic, came to be regarded as a condition prece
dent to the dispensation of justice, ignoring
equities altogether in the interests of its technical
perfe::tion. It had become very harsh in its
aPFlication and austere in its attitude.

Christianity, it is said, was a historic pr:)test,
in one of its aspects, against the static an-d reac
tionary character of Jewish law. It provided
relief to the prevailing conception of justice by
its revolutionary idea of universal love. Another
instance is provided by the stationary condition
of Islamic law. So many causes responsible for
its decay have been listed and one of them is the
neat chiselling of its instrumental notions which
in the end tore it off from the throb of human
life.

Allama Khudri of Egypt tells us that in the
later stages of its decadence, Muslim law became
a playthIng in the hands of sharpwitted polemi
cally-disposed legists. They imagined fantastic
cases with a view to displaying their legal lore in

a hair-splitting manner. They virtually degraded
it to the level of casuistry. He observes that in
one book alone he came across quite a couple of
thousand of such imaginary cases which are
never likely to occur in society.

The third instance is furnished by the state of
our own law in force here and now. The entire
constitutional law has broken down before our
own eyes. As to that portion of positive law
which is reflected in litigation before courts, we
shall do well to remember an address given some
time ago by ex-Chief Justice Sir Abdur Rashid
at Lahore in which His Lordship pointedly refer
red to the ever-widening gulf between the sub
stantive and procedural law. If one looks deep
into the matter, one would realise that the pre
sent condition of our law has been brought about
by a steady process of analytical mood into
which legal functionaries imperceptibly drift for
the sake of logical consistency and culture of
legal idiom.

When such a stage arrives in the history of a
legal system, it is surely symptomatic of a deep
malaise which has already consumed its pulp.
One of the visible effects of this decav is that
the roles of man and law are reversed. "Law be
comes the master and man its slave.

It may, however, be admitted in fairness to
legallog;c that law must offer certainty and uni
formity. In other words, it should be predictable,
for one of the main functions of law is to impart
a sense of security to legal relations. It is, there
fore, quite entitl~d to fashion its categories in
the light of logical criteria so as to encompass
the routine aspects of these relations which are
legion. But there is another side to the picture
and that is that in exceptional cases, because of
their qualitative importance it may be positively
unjust to treat them on a par with routine cases.
May be, the ends of justice would be met in such
cases only when non-legal factors are also given
due consideration.

Iqbal was alive to this truth who, while as
sessing a tendency among the early doctors of
Islam to interpret law on the basis of Aristotelian
logic remarked:

"The intricate behaviour of life can
not be subjected to hard and fast rules,
logically deducible from certain general
notions."

"Yet looked through the spectacles
of Aristotle's logic it appears to be a
mechanism pure and simple with no in
ternal principle of movement".

This acute observation of Iqbal is true of any
legal system at any time. His view is amply
borne out by eminent modern judges and jurists.
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The following are some of the extracts on this
issue. As per Lord MacMillan in 1947 A. C.
Page 175:

"Arguments based on legal consisten
cy are apt to mislead ,for the common
l~w is a practical code adapted to deal
with the manifold diversities of human
life and, as a great American judge has
reminded us, "the life of the law has
not been logic, it has been experience"."

As per Holmes J in "Johns V. United States"
(163 F 30)

"Of course it is true that the words
used ,even in their literal sense, are the
primary, and ordinarily the most re
liable source of interpreting the mea
nina of any writing; be it a statute, a
coi1~ract or anything else. But is is one
of the surest indexes of a mature and
cie,-c!aped jurisprudence not to make a
fortress out of the dictionary: but to
remember that statutes always ha\"e so
me purpose or object to ~ccomplish,
whose svmpathetic and imaginative dis
cowrv is the surest guide to their mea-

. "nmg.

--.;\nother in1Dortant nation ,,~hich IqbJ.l "\\-ould
like to work 'in his legal system is th2t of the
hier::rchy of legal v2.lues. This f0110v'$ stiaight
from his Dhilosophi.:al view that there are cIe-
'~'·eas 0+ ..~ 11~y The lJ"1·ad1tion 0+ lee-;?; Ya11J~~ i-:s ....... - 'A. i A.... -::"l"- .. • .... .""'l..... .. ...1 : -

r2.rticulai·h- verY import:mt 111 the hw rel:ltl':,:
to crin1es ~nd dan1ages. For exan1P}e., threat t~~
life would be taken more serioclsly than, say,
threat of injury to propert~'.

To sun1n1~rise, Iqbal's legal theory pr8vi:!es
the conception of a higher law as the most fun
damental element in its structure. It is eternal
but liOt rigid. It is c1pable of being experiment
ed upon 'in the light of social realit}" whose
integration into the ideal structure is permitted
ven~ largeh· subject to one limitation, namely,
that it ",'ill 'not stifle basic nlues. The admission
of facts drawn from total experience would be
balanced as against fundamental human insight
with a view to keeping law immune from fossi
lisation. Its technique and logic must never be
allowed to go astray from social realin"; other
wise there is a great danger of its becoming
inhuman and cruel.

The validity of positive law is judged with
reference to its conformity to the higher norm
so that if it conflicts with the latter, it shall be
come invalid and unenforceable. A sound legal
system must prepare lists of rights and corres-
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ponding duties which should continuously be
checked and rechecked in the lir;ht of advancin\'
knowledge and experience so as to revise thei'
respective values in the hierarchical structure
This is possible only whe;] o:~c formulates ever:,
now and again the ccnce~ti:)l1 of limitati::m t:)

their operation against the social back£roU!d,
In interpretinr- la\", , particubrlv in the '~a,e of
statutes, the ;~eds of legal logi~ should be ful
filled to ensure uniformity and certainty in legal
relations. The formal sfde of law should 'be
<merted but in cases of soecial qualitative im
portance when regard to logic:'!l consistency 0+
technique would either plainly defeat braa,'
purposes or involve itself into contradiction
with the established principles specific to an
other ascect of the le~al organism, logic should
be sacrificed to save the plain reality.

Iobal who had before him the tragic vicis
situdes :hrough which the conceDtion of Natural
Law had passed could not incline himself to
accept it in its abstract form. The reason is that
Natural Law ideologies which have appeare:}
during the last 2.50:J years as off-sh:::>ots ClC'

Eurocean idealism share in common the duali,!~

of European philosophy. European thought,
\I"hich in the words of Prof. \'fhitehead has onh'
been a foot-note to PIau's philos:::>pln- could n::n
rewgnise the re2.lir-..' of time. The concrete fa.:t
~':-G~ired yo.lue. no doub:~ as ;1 f.1ctJr in scientific

• • - 1 • 1 ," l' 1(oncepnon at pn~~Slcal re:tllt'· t'lut It ~"as rela-
riyel:- :Jnin1POrtant in the :-t:J.ln1 af vJ.luati8:-:s.

Christi;;1nitY TI1J.de a gre:.. t cor~tribution b,- di~

coyering ~'a~- indepe:::l2.nt centent 1;)f snir:tu,-'
life 1\~hich acc:Jrdir:~ to the ir"1s:gh: of its £8',..1:

der" san 1qb.:!. "could be e1e,-atd Eat br the
force of a wodd extei'nal to the scm] of !inn
but br the re\'elation of a new ,,"orId within hi.'
soul. "Islam full\~ a~rees '\\~ith this insight and
supplements it b," the further insight that t~('

illumination of the new \\'orld thus revealed IS

not something foreign to the world of matte:'
but permeates it through and through".

The conception of natural law as evolH'.'
within the tradition of European thought w,:
highly abstract and that is why it fell a pre:
time and again in the course of history to demo
nic forces whose purposes it gladly served, The
finitude of human reason is truly reflected in
the conception of Natural Law ideologies.

In the following words Iqbal explains wh~'

he could not feel attracted to the West's legal
philosophy, incidentally also giving the reason
for his acceptance of Islam's legal idealism:

"Modern Europe has, no doubt, built
idealistic systems on these lines, but
experience shows that truth revealed
through pure reason is incapable of
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bringing that fire of living conviction
which personal revelation alone can
bring. This is the reason why pure
thought has so little influenced men,
while religion has always elevated indi
viduals, and transformed whole socie
ties. The idealism of Europe never be
came a living factor in her life, and the
result is a perverted eg:) seeking itself
through mutually intolerant democra
cies whose sole function is to exploit
the poor in the interest of the rich. Be
lieve me, Europe today is the greatest
hindrance in the way of man's ethical
advancement. The Muslim, on the
other hand, is in possession of these
ultimate ideas on the basis of a reve
lation, which speaking from the inmost
depths of life, internalises its own ap
parent externality".

On comparing Iqbal's legal ideas with the
leading concepts of Muslim jurisprudence, we
discover between them a remarkable affinity.
The ideal element is constituted by the absolute
injunctions of the Quran and those in the
established Sunna. The Concensus which is the
third source of Muslim law is designed to serve
the purpose of extraction of new legal values as
well as for their consen·ation. When qualified
jurists agree on a certain point of law, it is con
sidered to be as deserving of absolute obdience
as those derived from the primary sources, na
mely, the Quran and the Sunna. Iqbal clears
away the misunderstanding which prevails in
certain quarters that Ijma (Consensus) can repeal
even the absolute injunctions of the Quran. This
misconception has arisen as a result of an uncor
roborated observation made by Aghnides in his
book called "Muhammadan Theories of Fi-

"nance .
Ijma is a democratic principle which, accor

ding to Iqbal provides the basis for participation
in the affairs of state by Muslims in general.
Abdul Rahim also shares this view. In some
quarters the impression is that as the qualifica
tions prescribed for a Mujtahid who can partici
pate in Ijma decisions cannot be fulfilled by
every man, the institution of Ijma cannot serve
as a basis for democratic Government in an Is
lamic polity.

This view appears to be unsound. The reason
is that an opinion of a jurist does not become
law unless other jurists also agree in either of
these two ways - either when all agree upon it
or when the majority admits it and gives a ruling
accordingly. In the past these unanimous and
democratic decisions have been of two kinds each
- firstly those which have always been unani
mously accepted by the Muslim community or

have had the approval of the majority of Mus
lims - secondly those on which Muslims of a
particular country recorded their total ae;reement
Qr when they were accepted by a majority. Ijma
decisions are not revisable but demo~ratir deri
sions which will be accepted when the majority
of Muslims in a particular country at a certain
age will show readiness to accept them. As to
future Ijma decisions, there is no limitation
whatsoever.

In arriving at a democratic or Ijma decision
the representatives of a Muslim community can
not remain unaffected by contemoorary social
realities. In fact, the institution of Ijma is the
focal point at which the ideal comes into living
relationship with the actual.

The fourth source is Analogy which covers
partly the domain of legal precedent and partly
that of undetermined possibilities. Through this
instrument, it becomes possible by processes of
logical deduction to determine new legal values,
of course, with a greater emphasis on conserva
tism. In my opinion, analogical reason, on Iqbal's
view of logic, can be recast in a new way with
far greater usefulness. Our traditional conception
of Qias has been rigidly determined bv Aristo
tle's view of logical proposition which treated
knowledge as a sort of external relation between
subject and object. For in the subject-object form
of proposition the two terms, namel" - the sub
ject and object, are presumed to be exclusiYe of
each other.

According to Iqbal's theorv. elements :)f reali
ty contribute to the being of one anothe- ard
therefore, it cannot be said that sub;e~t ar j oS
ject in a logical proposition are self-suffi~ient

and independent. A fresh conce;nion of Anabgy
both in respect of its structure and fucti:)n in
accordance with Iqbal's vie'" wo·,q '-e":,,l in
law certain creative possibilities hitherto un
suspected.

I need not say more than make a refe-en~e in
passing to Ijtehad which is the fifth source of
law. Iqbal calls it "the principle of moVe711ent in
the structure of Islam". Its sweep is unl i""Ii ted.
It operates on data derived from multi furious
sources, as for instance, juristir elujt-·, public
good, usages and customs when they do not C011

flict with the fundamentals of Islamic law. With
such a vast range for operation at its din:),;;).l,
Ijtihad truly constitutes the dynamics of Muslim
law.

The concept of Legal Order which emerges
from the background of Iqbal's thought, in my
opinion, throws into bold relief Islam's polity,
the ruler is to enforce law in society according
to Islam's notions of good and bad. The moment
he ceases to do so, it becomes the individual resp
onsibility of a Muslim to break the legal order.
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SENA TOR A AL A. AZEEZ

THE EXILE OF ARABI PASHA IN CEYLON
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"We have referred you to the Mu
hammadan law, which is binding on all
from the Crowned head to the meanest
subject; a law, interwoven with a sys
tem of the wisest, the most learned and
most ~nlightened jurisprudence that
perhaps ever existed in the world."

"He takes advantage of a defect i::
the technical language of our law
which, I am sorry to say, is not in
many parts as correct in its distinctions
and as wise in its provisions as the Mu
hammadan Law."

other solution but to move between one
extreme and another".

In contrast to any legal discipline both in til_
past and present, Islam's law present:; ::l structu:'C
of incomparable beautv and grande"Jr. It is :l

vast mine of powerful juristic principles and
abounds in rare distinctions. Its catholicity and
dynamism are of unequalled range. An astute
lawyer like Edmund Burke while delivering his
famous impeachment speech, cried am:

serve a life term of banishment having been
found guilty of treason and rebellion as a sub
ject of the Khedive and guilty of mutiny as an
officer of the army and having been painted k
the foreign press as "a heavy fellah" and . t\-'

mere mouthpiece of a turbulent soldiery". Th.
high officials of Ceylon and the society to which
thev belonged could not if'. such circumstances
have anticipated the verdict of history that
"Ahmad Arabi was the leader of a genuine
national movement which re"rese--;ted the en
lightened and liberal elements in Egypt. It W:lS

a struggle for freedom from foreign exploitation
and an attempt to extract a Constitution guaran
teeing the people's rights and saf~guarding th··
interests from a ruler who h::ld become the hel,'
less instrument for foreign and native reactionJ
ry intrigue". .

But to the Muslims of Ceylon he was Arab!

"It is easy to deride natural law as
it is to deride the futility of mankind's
social and political life in general, in
its unceasing but hitherto vain search
for a way out of the injustice and im
perfection, for which so far Western
Civilization at any rate had found no

Looking back at the whole discourse, it should
be obvious that Iqbal's legal theory is but a
modern version of Islam's law. Now when the
e-,istir.g legal structure in Pakistan lies in ruins,
the only way, in my view, to save us from fur
ther and more critical times is to make use of the
Islamic conception of law to guarantee the sa
fety of our future. It is very risky to be a
prophet but I cannot refrain from observing that
whatever little of law remains cannot last us
for more than a decade or two. It would be a
great folly to found our new legal system under
the inspiration of European philosophy. I have
already shown its one-sidedness. Europe itself
seems to be oscillating between extremes with the
lurking fear of some unknown danger. A modern
European jurist says:

Ahmad 'Arabi reached Ceylon III 1883 to

It was ordained that the National Hero of
Egypt, Ahmad 'Arabi, should spend the best
part of his life, a period of near;y nineteen
years, from January11, 1883 to September 18,
1981, in Ceylon - the land of his exile. In his
time he atte~pted, though unsucce;sfully ,to pu
rify the civil and militar" administration of his
countrv and do away with the clo::1:natioll of
the fo~eigners and ~rest E~-.,:::t he the Egyp
tians. And when he, his attempts having failed,
left the shores of Egvpt with his faith c'nshaken
though brokenhearted, he thus uttered his par
ting word w Egypt:

"My land, beloved of Allah, Sh:)w pa
tien~e in Your t!"oubles and Allah will
surely help".
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Pasha of Tel-el-Kebir, the leade:- aId u::c:-ow::ed
sovere:gn of the People of E:sypt who match~d

his strength against a Mighty Empire For the
sake of his own, his nattve land. It wa> b~tter

that he dared and failed than that he d::l r.ot
dare at all. They thus re~ognized in him a fellow
Muslim, full of fire of the faith in him, partakin:;
of some of the characteristics of the HeroeJ of
Isbm in its heyday of Glory. So they gave him
a royal welcome on his arrival at the Colomb·o
jetty. A contemporary rer0rt tells us that "the
Mohamedans of Colombo contrary to P"e:le:-al
e:q:·ectation, did not make any demonstration ...
and conducted themselves in an e:nine:ltly o:-de-
ly peaceable manner., .. and the., came Arabi
himself, with Toulba and Abdelal Sahmy. The
excitement now reached its hi£;hest pitr-h. , ., ar:d
it was with difficulty that the crowd was ke!)t
from rushing on to the jetty in their ea-se:-ness
to obtain a glimpse of Arabi ... , whT~ being
conducted to their carriage, Arahi ar~ his r')~

panions were profoundly saluted by the crowd,
and very courteously and re?eatedly bowed
their acknowledgement-."

Thereafter till his departure in 19J1 Arabi
Pasha was an adoryte:i and hip.;hb e,t~a"!1ed

member of Muslim society in Colombo and later
in Kandy. His compan'y was eagedy sought
after by the elite of tl-te Community v.-ho he
friended him and feted him w an extent un
known before and after. The'.- eVC:l cop:d his
dress. The red. fez or tarboosh ·and. the EU!'o"Jean
trousers be~ame ve-v po~ular amo,:g t:le::1. \-d
to him the land of temoorarv e:~ile be::ame the
hr.d of eternal charm.' Bv his advice and ad
mO:1itions, he began to e'{err such an influence
0:1 the life of the Cy-nmunitv that in the
correspondence column of the lo~al "Exa'11iner"
it was feelingly alleged that a rebel was being
acorded the treatme:lt bditting hvalt-.' ar.rl 1.

weak Government was silently tolerating with
loss of dignity this manifestat:on of disiJyalty
on the part of an important section of Cellon's
subjects.

Of these Mmlims O'1e who mo-t lovingly de
sired. the friendship of Arabi Pasha was M. C.
Siddi Lebbe a proctor by profession ar i a social
worker by inclination who was gifted w:th an
mtellect which grows larger in proportion to the
years and who was p.e.., ..ly of th~ <arne :lge ;>~

Arabi Pasha. Siddi Lebbe had followed with
understanding and insight the history of Egypt,
the history of other Countrie, of other CO:TI:nu
nities in Ceylon and had v.<th a farsightedress
not given to his contemporaries concluded that
the survival of the local Muslim Community large
ly depended on its successful pursuit of mode~n

education while not permitting any of its perni-

cious as~e:ts to unde:-mine the faith that had
succesfuIly survived the days of Portu,;ese pro
c~llt~sm and I::utch re:-secution. Siddi Lebbe had
for se~ve!"al ye:lrS previo:.!sly canvassed the opi
11ion of his co-religionists for a rew educational
a::,p:"oach and had even dissipated his own
wealth for the cause that was near and dear to
his heart earning in the proce>s the silly con
tempt of the wordly - wise of his gen~-ation.

He had not been heded; instead he had been
reviled as one attempting to take the Muslims
of his day away from the St ..aight Pat'l. Yet he
was undaunted and persisted in his efforts be
lieving firmly that reason would pre-rail in the
end and that his Co:nmunitv would.' sc,n; fee
the error of its atttrude and actions. So he ap
proached Arabi Pasha to use his pre~tig~ and
position in the cause of modern e:1ucati on a""o,<>:
his co-religionists. Arabi Pasha found in Siddi
Lebbe a kindred soul whose ideal of life was
,.t:lOugh treate::l cruelly by his brethren to live
for their good, though pierced bv the arrow, to
remain fond of the arrow. tJ Eve an-·-io'Js to
serve his Communitv, and to die with that a"
xiety in his heart." .~rabi Pasha had known the
eHe::ts of the educational reforms that we:-e un
dertaken in Egypt during the earlv years of the
nineteenth century and had later felt the exhJr
tatio:-ls of Jamaludin Afgha"i who during his
comparatively shoft stay in E";''-nt betwe~n the
\ez,'s 1871 and 1879 "preachd f"edom not
onIv from foreign rule. but also and eyen ffiJre
from the oSstru~ti\'e f~rce of rigid an3 wornout
beliefs and practices." To SiJ3~ Le~)be's a:me:!l
Arabi Pasha's response was quick ar.:1 favourabb
iadeed. He exhorted Siddi Lebbe to carrv on ;1is
good work u;1mindful of the Vcno!':1 of the ma
lignant tom;ues of his ene:n:es and quaIly un
mindful! of the sluggishness of the slow mewing
minds of his friends. Arabi Pasha devoted the
rest of his davs in Cevlon even afte~ the death on
February 5, ·1898 of his dear frie-d in whooe
comp:-..'y he much delighted, to the cause of
English education and reforms in relig'ous prac
tires. His private discourses alwavs centred rou-d
these themes and in whatever function he was
persuaded to partici~ate he always drew the
attention of the Muslims present to the urgent
necessity for effective steps being taken to pro
mote the cause of modern educat~on. For the
same cause he himself strove hard and brought
about unity among the three parties that were
previously warring against each other dominated
by petty jealousies and given in to factious re
criminations. To his appeals backed by the pres
tige of his personality the Community remanded
more favourably and the dream of Siddi Lebbe
became a reality when AI-Madrasatuz Zahira
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was founded in 1892 with the active patronage
of Arabi Pasha and the assiduous efforts of
Wapche Marikar its first Manager and supported
by other prominent Muslims of Colombo. The
name of AI-Madrasatuz Zahira with its beautiful
and significant connotations was specially cho
sen by Arabi Pasha himself. It is this AI-Madra
satuz Zahira that has since blossomed into the
present Zahira College.

On Monday August 22, 1892 Arabi Pasha pre
sided over the inauguration function and gave
~is prayers and blessings for the future of this
InStltutIOn.

Between 1892 and 1901 Arabi Pasha paid fre
quent visits to his beloved AI-Madrasatuz Zahira
and conversed with the Staff and Students in
his quiet and inimitable manner, and throughout
encouraged its Manager Wapche Marikar in his
indefatigable endeavours to improve the insti
tution. Arabi Pasha paid his last visit to this
Institution on or about the 12th of September,
1901 six days before his departure to Egypt. On
that day he presided over a Prize Distribution
and listened to some of the students feelingly
reciting a farewell address composed in Arabic
verse which you will hear repeated immediately
after I conclude this speech. Reference was then
made to the sacrifices he made and the services
he rendered for Egypt, to the fame he brought
to this Island of ours, to the lustre he shed on
the local Muslim Communitv and its faith and
to the encouragement he g~ve to long needed
reforms in its midst. And it was stated that
Arabi Pasha had become their loving father and
they his dutiful sons. The address ended invo
king the blessings of Almighty Allah on him.

The building in which this fond farewell took
place stands to this day within the College pre
mises and is still used - at present as a scienc~

lecture room - It is our fervent hope and ear
nest prayer that some day in the near future or:
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the ground which this building occupies will be
erected, an imposing structure with striking
saracennic features aptly named after Arabi
Pasha.

Arabi Pasha came to Ceylon as a forlorn refugee
branded as a 'heavy fellah' and a disloyal rebel.
History has since pronounced its verdict and
Egypt will for ever hail him her Hero, who
farsightedly foresaw the power for evil wielded
against Egypt by the combination of the feudal
and foreign elements in the Country. His name
will be remembered with reverence by Muslims
in all countries. And Zahira will for ever remain
an imperishable monument to the immense in
fluence for good which he exerted on the local
Muslim Community which forms an integral
part of the Ceylonese Nation.

.... :~ ;.

::·This restriction was imposed upon the~J-~~: ~ .l{'

of respect for justice and good faith·~=:¥.~/
Christians from whom the country had ~ -
quered and who did not. like th-eir Jc\\ish cnemi.es
to live with them.

OFFICES AND AGENTS OF P. 1.

Office in Indonesi.%:
co S. Sumarwotho, Dialan Benda IV/5,

Kebajoran Baru, Djakarta.

Office in Pakistan:
c'o A. Hameed, Princess Su. 22, Karachi.

Agent for Singapore:
.\1essrs. Arcade News Co., 8, The Arcade,

Singapore.

Agent in South Africa
M. Agherdien, 64, Frere Srcet, Pon Elizabeth,

South End, South Africa.

Agent in Trinidad
M. H. Abdul, Usine Ste. Madeleine,

San Fernando, Trinidad, B. \X'. 1.

Agent in Burma
Muslim Students' Society, Madressa Islamia

Building, Bogyoke Road, Maymyo, Burma.

Agent in German)'

Salim al Habschi, c/o Orient Mercur-Verlag,

Koln·Deutz, Postfach 5.

Agent in India:

Kazi Amir Hossain, 15, Mustura Begum
Petta Street, Madras-14, India.
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